STUDENTS GET MORE CHOICES WITH THE ACT TEST

The ACT will give students more choices, a better experience, and greater confidence that test scores will best reflect their hard work, overall academic achievement and their full potential.

Students choose HOW they want to test.

**OPTION 1** Paper Testing

Traditional option of paper testing with results in 2–6 weeks.

**OPTION 2** Online Testing

New option to test online with faster results in as soon as 2 (business) days.

*Multiple-choice test results*

Students choose WHETHER to retest.

Almost half of all testers take the ACT more than once ... and the majority improve their score!

Students choose WHAT to retest.

**OPTION 1** Full ACT Test

Take the ACT with all 4 sections.

**OPTION 2** ACT Section Retesting

Choose if and what to retest.

Students choose WHICH scores to send colleges.

**OPTION 1** ACT Score

Send the most recent Composite score.

**OPTION 2** ACT Superscore

Send the Superscore (the average of all your best section scores).
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Almost half of all testers take the ACT more than once ... and the majority improve their score!